
IHS Energy 
Overview
IHS Energy helps customers 
improve strategy and performance 
across the energy value chain

As the industry’s authoritative provider of information, analytics, and insight, 

IHS Energy is where organizations look first for market trends and to see the big 

picture. We help companies understand the interconnected, dynamic forces that 

shape the world’s energy markets through our expertise in Economics and Country 

Risk, Chemicals, and energy dependent industries.

Our experts and analytical tools enable clients to continuously improve their 

strategy and operations across the entire energy value chain. We have a global 

network of 1200+ experts and consultants located in all key energy markets around 

the world ready to assist customers in oil and gas, power and coal companies, as 

well as energy ministries and agencies, renewable technology firms, and financial 

and energy services companies.

The IHS Energy team includes researchers, geoscientists, engineers, data analysts 

and software developers who are continuously enhancing our forecasts and 

outlooks, analytical platforms and datasets, including the world’s largest and most 

complete exploration and  production database.

IHS Energy Scope of Capabilities

Our solutions help 

customers deepen their 

insights and narrow 

uncertainties  

for decisions such as:

• formulating corporate

strategy

• making capital

investments

• capital and operating

cost analysis and

optimization

• purchase and sale of

assets

• entry and exit along the

value chain

• understanding impact of

regulations on strategy

and operations

• marketing or hedging

commodities

• oil and gas exploration

strategy and investments

• optimizing oil and gas

reservoir development

• taking a position on

government policy

or regulation
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IHS Energy – Integrating Research, 
Analytics and  Software
IHS Energy data, software, advisory services and consulting solutions provide 
roadmaps and mileposts into the energy future across all regions and fuel 
types. The resulting insights enable executives, planners, commercial and 
financial analysts, investors, asset teams and government officials to plan and 
execute strategy with greater speed and confidence.

We help these decision makers build an integrated and timely understanding 
of the above-ground business environment and risks for all energy sectors – oil 
and  gas, coal, power and renewables – as well as the below-ground oil and  
gas supply future, from prospect generation to operations. Our research teams 
ensure these integrated views incorporate the latest, most comprehensive 
data and analysis around energy market activity, economics, geopolitics, 
technological change, and environment and regulatory forces.

IHS Capability Overview
Upstream Oil and Gas: 

IHS Upstream Oil and  Gas Solutions provides the information, analytics and 
insight the oil and gas industry needs for exploration and production of crude 
oil and natural gas fields. With the aim to help customers find the (next) best 
drilling opportunity (through conventional or unconventional techniques), our 
upstream offering focuses on the analysis of above ground factors that affect 
the financial returns of capital investments; commercial assessments of play 
and basin opportunities; analysis, indexes and outlook for upstream project 
costs, service and equipment markets, and technology innovation; and oil 
and gas company, strategy, performance and valuation plus energy M&A and 
divestiture insight. 

Oil Markets, Midstream and Downstream: 

Understand regional and  global market, company, and  cost insights across the 
oil markets value chain. Our world class experts and industry leading methods 
and indices provide detailed analysis ranging from crude oil, midstream oil and 
NGLs to refining, marketing, and company strategies and performance.

Power, Gas, Coal and Renewables: 

Provides data, analysis and insight on Global Gas, Global Coal, Power and 
Renewables and Integrated Regional Gas, Power and Renewables markets. 
Includes global, country and region level market outlooks and fundamentals,  
as well as industry and project monitoring, and the technology, environmental 
and regulatory environment.

Energy-Wide Perspectives: 

Long-term planning scenarios; climate change policy developments; and  
high-level briefs monitor the impacts on oil and  gas markets. Includes specific 
views of the energy value chain for Financials and Service companies. 

For more information
ihs.com/energy

IHS Energy is part of IHS, the leading 
source of information, insight and 
analytics in critical areas that shape 
today’s business landscape. The depth 
and breadth of IHS gives our clients 
unmatched access to the world’s 
foremost experts not only in the energy 
sector but also in key related industries 
including economics and country risk, 
petrochemicals, automotive, aerospace 
and defense, maritime and technology. 
The resulting energy forecasts and 
outlooks are unparalleled in their full 
integration of industry drivers, the 
macro-economic environment and 
geopolitical risk dimensions.

As a result, IHS Energy clients are able 
to make critical decisions, from portfolio 
investments to asset or commodity 
trades, and from infrastructure 
planning to cost optimization, based 
on a comprehensive understanding of 
relevant dynamics and risks.

Access all your research and favorite tools through IHS Connect®

Available on your desktop, iPad and Smartphone, IHS Connect gives you 
complete access to all of your energy analysis anytime – in the office or on the 
go. Search all of IHS Energy insight and analytics as well as customize your own 
dashboards, queries and email alerts. 

Connect uses flexible navigation, sophisticated content tagging and 
notifications, and interactive data visualization to optimize the ways you can 
access, query, visualize, and analyze research and data from energy and other 
industry segments.

IHS Vantage

IHS Vantage is an interactive online 
platform that provides forecasts for  
costs, production and valuation of  
more than 13,000 global upstream oil 
and gas assets. 

IHS Vantage leverages the expertise  
of dedicated technical experts  
including geologists, engineers, and 
economists combined with world  
class tools, propriety IHS exploration  
and production (E&P) data, and the  
latest upstream intelligence reports. 
Vantage enables users to quickly and 
consistently value upstream assets, 
screen for new opportunities, analyze 
cost and production outlooks, 
benchmark against competition, and 
make critical commercial decisions.


